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THE CEROAT WoUND 

“Cc OFor entry: 

1. Apparent small size of wound as errly ceclared by Dall coctors 
to be entry wound. 

nave been an entry wound. However, there is to support 
ence for the contention beyond this. 

= 8. For exit: 

1. Wick in left side of necktie to President. Slits in center of 

shirt collar. Such a riiesile could not have been fired fror 

the knoll but would heave had to have been fired from the overpass 

or left of the overpass to nick left side of tle ana then center 

of collar. There is no evidence e shot was firec from sucen 6 place. 

2. Slit type holes in collar more typicel of exit than of entry 
a 4. 
GGL egiua . 

3. <A bullet exiting at the left of the Presicent's necktie could 

have sone on to strike the windshield and/or mirror, both if 

it Shattered. A defect exibted on the inside left windshield 

and on the rear view mirror whicl. would neve been in alignment 

with a bullet passing out the center of the collar, passing 

leftward end nicking the tie, then crashing into the windshield. 

4. If the wouné was an exit wound it would allign with the hole 

in the back of the coat, making the trajectory leftward and 

slichtly upward. We would thus have a trajectory estrblished 

at the following places: back of coat to right of seem, center 
of collar, left of meektie, left side of windshield. 

5. If jomkiskewax wound wes one of entry we must assume eltner 

that there was a bullet lodred in the Pres pasedy  S throat or 

body that ws undeclered; or that there wa ret hole in the 
Pre Sident'ts body on the back that Kellerman and Hill dié not 
notice; or that there was a scrateh on the trunk of the car 
weieh Kellernan did not notice, sinee the bullet ceusing the 
throst wound nad to go somewhere. Any of these are possible, 
of course. But we have no evidence mk any of ther. 
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 After the first shot had sounded, Agent. Hill saw a bullet 

strike the beck. After the first spot mad sounded pone she 
had turned Mrs. Kennedy saw her ‘ausband "receiving" a bullet 
in the throat, This coulc have been the sazie tyiee We can 
pin such a-;bullet to frewe 227 wherein the president is thrown 
off the = side of the car, his elbows sre sucdenly thrown 
upward and ke clutches his throat: all in 1/18 or even 1/24 
of a second, an action impossible to achieve unless uncer the 
direct impact and force of a bullet. Since witnesses on the 
northside of Elm Street near the eer thought the President rose 
on i: pact of the first bullet, we are justified in contending 
hat the is:pact in frame 227 was caused by a leftward, forward, 

upward travelling rissile, 
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7. Objection to the above contention is that the President was going 
1 There is no proof of this for 

Frame 225 and 226 show the President's arns thrown up and his routh 
apparently open. He may have been just startlec as some witnesses 
thought he wes by the first slhiot. 

Mrs. Kennedy saw her husbend "receiving," a bullet in the throat after 
she baé@ heard the first shot anc turned. The first "shot" then could 
not have struck the President in the throat. He was unwounded in the 
throat until oeter., she turned. After Acent Bennett heard the first 
"shot" lhe sew, Bt Ee pesicent struck in the beck by a bullet. It is 
uncertain wa bydage could then have hit the President on the first 
Wehott, Another undeclared bullet Lodaed in the body? 

The observations of Mrs. Benne dy 
that the Bre stdent was not lit bry e2o and 226% but they co 
support a contention that he was lh freane 227 by a leftward 
Torward upward travelling missile, and that before thet tire he 
wes only reactines to the sound of a "shot", 

ent Bennett are not proof 

It is possible, of course, tliat the throat wound was one of antry 
ane that it exited fror the back end thet what Bennett sew was an 
exiting rather than an entering bullet: however, Kellerrian® 8a? 48 
sersteh on the trunk of the car which such a bullet would certainly 
have mace had it exited from the President's beck on « downward 
cCOUrsé. 

Conclusions 

Though the throat wound may have been an entry woune, we have nothing 
in tue evidence to support it beyond the early, later partially rescinded, 
Statement of the Dallas doctors that it was an entry wound. None of 
then are wound ballisties experts. We have only their guess as to the 
Size of the wound. 

We nave on the other hand, thouzh not positive proof, quite a number of 
lndieations that fit together logically that the throat wound could have 
been a wound of exit, 

On the bosis of this it weens more reasonable to assune that probably 
the wound wasone of exit, wiile keeping lu rind, of course, that it 
could have becn a wound of entry. And the letter is much more of a 
guess than the former, based on the evidence we have. 

(Also, though aot as part of the argument propers a bullet fired et 
close range through the soft, non-bony part of the President's throat 
coulda leave ea very small exit hole. Sucl a wouné could elso close. 
Delles doctors reported heavy bleecing near the trachea which also 
is characteristic of an exit wound.)


